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Application Notes: 

Identifying the leaf- fruit ratio with hyperspectral imaging 

Can hyperspectral imaging help in the orchard industry? – Differentiating same coloured objects by acquiring 

unique surface data of the objects with the help of technology is in fact useful in many areas of precision 

agriculture. The leaf-fruit ratio for example is a crucial performance parameter in the orchard industry and its 

research is part of our project named “BigApple”.  

Learning about: 

- Identifying green fruits 

- distinguishing green fruits from leaves 

- Determine leaf-fruit ratio 

- SVM (support vector machine) 

Measurement settings: 

- Wavelength range used 450-900nm 

- Image taken in milliseconds 

- Standard field of view: 1 x 1m 

- resolution: 2cm per pixel 

 

meet the challenge of image analysis 

One of the objectives in the BigApple orchard research project is identifying the leaf-fruit ratio. This is a 

commonly used indicator of expected crop yield and i.e. advises actions of reducing the fruit amount on trees 

for reserving the nutrition for fewer fruits to support their growth. This has mainly to be done during early 

grow phases (before T stadium) and is currently performed using a time-consuming manual counting method 

(Gucky method (1)). The resulting challenges for a hyperspectral camera application are therefore to 

differentiate green fruits (early stage) from green leaves by using advanced data analysis methods for 

classification followed by determining their ratio. 

differentiating same coloured objects using spectroscopy 

To accomplish this task, we take close-up images of an apple tree with a hyperspectral camera covering a wide 

wavelength range (450-900nm). By analyzing the spectral data, we can identify the specific wavelengths and 

therefore channels which show the biggest differences between the green apples and leaves. Using three 

different indices that are based on such strongly discriminating spectral components leads to the false coloured 

illustration on the right side of Figure 1. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1:Illustration of comparison pseudo RGB image (left side) to index based identification and 

selection of specific wavelength channels of apples (purple) (right side). 
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Figure 1 shows the comparison of a pseudo RGB image (left side) to the indices based image (right side) of an 

apple tree section. All apples are being detected and illustrated in light purple colours (right side). The small 

apples in the background are identified as objects which are differentiated from leaves as well. Due to the 

applied algorithm, they are marked blueish. The head of the BigApple research project, Roy McCormick (KOB) 

follows the progress enthusiastically:  

„Every apple counts – now without having to count” 
Roy McCormick, head of the BigApple project (KOB). 

As the project progresses, the algorithm will be improved by taking different analyzing methods into account 

i.e. derivatives. This will allow identifying all apple surfaces with an even higher precision. 

green apples – red apples 

We are also glad to announce that we will not have to focus on green apples only - we are most certainly also 

able to separate red apples from green leaves. 

Figure 2 shows a comparison of a pseudo RGB image (left side) to an object identification image (right side) of 

an apple tree section containing red apples. This time we applied a SVM (support vector machine) to an index 

based image which was created similar to Figure 1 to see which apples would be correctly classified as apples. 

The result is promising because even obscured apples on the left side of the images are being identified as 

apples.  

The last step in the process of determining the leaf-fruit ratio is rather simple. It is just necessary to divide the 

identified apple area by the rest of the image. It is of course also possible to fine tune this algorithm by using 

more data and removing wavelengths which represent disrupting elements i.e. ground or sky. 

Our hyperspectral camera technology provides the possibility to reproducible determine the leaf- fruit ratio 

within milliseconds with a quantitatively proven confidence level contrary to the old manually Gucky method 

(1) which takes minutes and doesn’t produce verifiable data. It is even possible to distinguish same coloured 

objects like green fruits from green leaves on spectral level. Classification through spectral data enables a 

variety of application possibilities (visit related topics). 

Figure 2:Illustraion of comparison of a pseudo RGB image to an identification of apples in an 

indexed image through SVM (support vector machine). 
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For further information on this and other topics, please contact us at: info@cubert-gmbh.de 

Tags:   hyperspectral imaging, spectroscopy, precision agriculture, labelling, identifying fruit leaf, 

counting fruit, classification, distinguish green fruits from leaves, differentiate same 

coloured objects 

Related topics:  identifying leave diseases, measuring physiological plant parameters 

References:  (1). Kompetenzentrzum Obstbau Bodensee. Durchführung der Fruchtzuwachsmessung. 

Bavendorf: http://www.kob-bavendorf.de/aktuelles/fruchtzuwachs 

Project Partners: KOB Kompetenzzentrum Obstbau-Bodensee Forschungseinrichtung 

   „Obstbau‐Wissenschaft“ - http://www.kob-bavendorf.de/arbeitsbereiche/Lagerung 

   TU Chemnitz - https://www.tu-chemnitz.de/index.html.en 

   CUBERT GmbH - http://www.cubert-gmbh.com 

   INOVEL - http://www.inovel.de/en/main/home.html 
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